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Key Points

  •   Weekly theme: «Do bilateral investment treaties foster FDI?»

  •   Global equities markets were buoyed by improvements in emerging market manufacturing.

 Do Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) foster FDI?

Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) are binding international treaties between two states under which 
each state undertakes certain reciprocal obligations in respect of any investments made by nationals 
of the other state within its territory. These treaties generally oblige each state party to accord fair, 
equitable and non-discriminatory treatment to investments of nationals of the other state. Whilst 
extensive use is being made of BITs by countries across the world, South Africa is currently phasing out 
or renegotiating all of its BITs. In 2013, South Africa cancelled BITs with Luxembourg, Spain, Belgium, 
Germany and Switzerland as the government seeks to create new laws governing investments in South 
Africa. These changes in South Africa’s policy initiatives with respect to FDI are attracting questions 
regarding the costs and benefits of BITs in fostering FDI.
 
Companies investing in Africa have taken advantage of the protections provided by over four-hundred 
bilateral investment treaties with African countries. For example, Egypt has entered into over ninety 
investment treaties, with both developed and developing countries, while Nigeria has entered into 
more than ten such treaties, including with France, Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom 
[1]. The treaties provide a way for investors to mitigate sovereign risk problems, including those arising 
from changing regulatory frameworks.

It is generally believed that BITs offer a wide range of benefits to a variety of countries. BITs that 
reduce risk to FDI will help countries attract FDI. Well designed BITs give countries a degree of 
freedom to promote equal competition among foreign and local firms and encourage domestic 
investment. However, critics worry that multinational corporations may use the provisions of BITs and 
compensation as insurance against many risks the firms would otherwise have assumed themselves 
as part of the process of establishing and running a business. Therefore, poorly designed BIT 
provisions offer greater property protection to foreign firms than is enjoyed by domestic investors. 

1. Burgstaller, Markus and Jonathan Ketcheson (2012). “Investment protection in Africa,” Hogan & Lovells. 

Source: UNCTAD and ICSID

Figure 1: Number of BITs with OECD countries and FDI (Average - 2008-2012)
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Stock Markets
Global Markets

Global equity markets recovered due to improvements in manufacturing activity. Reported improvements in purchasing 
managers’ indexes (PMIs) in China and Japan signalled rising industrial production and orders. US Institute for Supply 
Management also reported an improvement in factory activity to its highest level in two years indicating the manufacturing 
sector had weathered October’s fiscal battles. The DJIA gained 0.3 percent, while the Nikkei inched higher by 0.8 percent. The 
CAC40 Index remained flat. 

African Markets

Taking a cue from global markets, the South African All Share Index gained 1.0 percent. South Africa’s purchasing managers’ 
index rose to 51.5 the highest in 2013 as strikes that cut production in gold and auto industries ended and domestic demand 
increased signaling market optimism. Nigeria’s composite index (NGSE All-share) gained (0.9 percent) as a result of reported 
gains in banking services. 

For instance, in 2009 and following the recommendations of the World Health Organization, the government of Uruguay 
instituted a measure that requires the increase in the size of health warnings on cigarette packages. In 2010, the Uruguay 
government faced a USD 2 billion suit by tobacco giant Phillip Morris for trademark expropriation costing the country millions 
of US dollars in a pending legal battle[2]. In 2011, Philip Morris brought a similar case against Australia challenging the country’s 
tobacco policies, put in place with a view to safeguarding public health and implementing obligations under the World Health 
Organization Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC). In 2007, Italian investors sued South Africa over its Black 
Economic Empowerment Act (BEEA) which aims to redress some of the injustices of the apartheid regime. The BEEA requires, 
for example, mining companies to transfer a portion of their shares into the hands of indigenous investors. The dispute (under 
South Africa’s BITs with Italy and Luxembourg) was closed in 2010, after the investors received new licenses, requiring a much 
lower divestment of shares[3].

Even so, the decision of the South African government to scrap BITs is predominantly due to its belief that they have outlived 
their usefulness. The government is of the view that BITs may no longer be consistent with the country’s development objectives 
and its general public interest policy-making ability. In their current form the BITs offer disproportionately more protection to 
foreign investors and proffer varying protection among those foreign investors. The government intends to enact a proposed 
Foreign Investment Bill which will replace current BITs by codifying BIT-type protection into domestic law to modernize and 
improve the foreign investment regime.

Surprisingly, empirical analyses exploring the economic effects of BIT signing have come to the rather discouraging conclusion 
that BIT treaties are not associated with large increases in foreign investment [4]. Similarly, studies have failed to establish a link 
between signing a BIT with a specific country and more FDI from that country [5]. For instance the US does not have a BIT with 
China – its largest developing country FDI destination. Brazil, one of the largest recipients of FDI has done very well without 
actually ratifying any BITs, in spite of signing 15 such agreements (none of which came to effect). Despite signing a similar 
number of BITs with OECD FDI sources, FDI in Tanzania is less than one-seventh of the level in Nigeria. Similarly,  FDI to Egypt 
is significantly higher than the level in Morocco despite similar BITs with OECD countries (see fig. 1).

The success of some African countries in promoting inward FDI has to do with addressing fundamental economic and 
regulatory constraints. The steady liberalization of investment regimes, reduced market distortions, simplifying procedures 
and disseminating information about progresses made and investment opportunities have improved the investment climate 
of these economies. In these economies, BITs have only served to complement efforts to eliminate regulatory constraints to 
FDI. However, other countries that have made marginal progress towards improving fundamental economic and regulatory 
constraints to inward FDI are bound to benefit more from BITs that are protective of FDI. Therefore, the effectiveness of BITs in 
Africa should account for, and be better tailored to, individual country circumstances and needs. 

For more developed African countries, most BITs do little to actually promote FDI. These BITs tend to overemphasize the 
protection of foreign investors while doing little to promote or protect home-country interests. It is imperative that BITs should 
not be considered avenues that provide foreign investors with substitutes for weak domestic institutions. Prevailing economic 
conditions and investment policies are typically the primary determinant of the decision to invest than the mere presence of 
BITs. Therefore, BIT provisions should be designed based on a host country’s FDI needs and domestic investment levels and 
should be revised as a country develops. 

2. UNCTAD (2012), Latest developments in investor –State dispute settlement, IIA issues note No. 1, Geneva. 
3. International Investment Arbitration (2013). http://iiapp.org/case/foresti-vs-south-africa
4. Kerner, Andrew (2009), “Why Should I Believe You? The Costs and Consequences of Bilateral Investment Treaties”, International Studies Quarterly 53: 73–102.
5. Tobin, J. and Rose-Ackerman, S. (2005), ‘‘Foreign Direct Investment and the Business Environment in Developing Countries: The Impact of Bilateral Investment Treaties.’’ Yale 
Law & Economics Research Paper No. 293. New Haven, CT. 
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Commodity Markets

Crude (Brent): The price of crude oil inched lower (1 percent) as a result of continued supply boom. U.S. crude oil 
prices have been pressured by a seasonal dip in demand and increasing domestic oil production that has boosted 
stockpiles, particularly on the U.S. Gulf Coast.

Gold & Silver: Gold and Silver prices slipped 2.6 percent and 2.9 percent in the bullion market. Uncertainty regarding 
the direction the US FED is taking towards tapering its bond-buying program. While the FED maintained the pace 
of bond-buying during the week, it kept tapering plans on the table.

Cotton: The price of cotton fell (3.2 percent) sliding to its second biggest weekly loss in two months. Data from the 
US Department of Agriculture reinforced concerns over slowing global demand and excess supply of cotton. 

Coffee: The price of Arabica and Robusta coffee tumbled by 3.7 percent and 4.4 percent due to expectations of 
bumper harvest in Brazil and Vietnam the world’s number one producers of the two varieties, respectively. 

Cocoa: The price of cocoa slipped by 2.3 percent on speculation that global supplies will climb as the harvest 
accelerates in West Africa, the world’s top producing region. In spite of strong fundamentals and favorable stock-
to-use ratio, the speculative build-up in cocoa price remains strong and drives uncertainty about the direction of 
cocoa prices.

Figure 2: Price of Crude Oil Figure 3:  Oil & Metals – Weekly price changes (%)

Source : Bloomberg (Nov. 2013)

Source : Bloomberg (Nov. 2013)

Figure 4: Price of Gold (US$/t.oz)                                                                  Figure 5:  Agricultural commodities 
Weekly price changes (%)
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Food Security: Round-ups

Sahel: During the week, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) displacement tracking matrix placed 
the number of people internally displaced due to the 2012 food crisis in Mali at around 280,000. The report 
indicated a 15 percent decline in the number of internally displaced people since August 2013.

Sovereign Debt Issues in Africa

African yield spreads narrowed for a second consecutive 
week. Bond spreads in Ghana and Morocco narrowed 
by 4 percent and 1 percent, respectively. Yields on 
shorter-maturity EU notes edged up, following reports 
showing a decline in euro-area inflation to a four-year 
low. This in turn boosted speculation that the central 
bank will lower interest rates causing a decline in 
demand for emerging market bonds.
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Currency Markets

The dollar strengthened against the Euro (0.9 percent) and Yen (1 percent) after reports by the 
US Institute of Supply Management (ISM) showed strong US manufacturing sentiment. The 
latest ISM manufacturing report showed the Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) registered a 
gain of 0.2 percentage points, improving from 52.6 in September to 56.4 in October. Fourteen 
of the sixteen manufacturing sectors listed in report grew in October. 

Correspondingly, the US dollar strengthened against major Africa currencies. Both the South 
African rand and the Nigerian Naira inched lower against the dollar by 2 percent and 0.2 
percent, respectively. 
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Figure 6: Weekly % Changes of Selected African Yield Spreads                                                                     

Source : AfDB (Nov, 2013)

Development Partnerships

Democratic Republic of Congo: The AfDB approved a US$ 16.58 million grant to finance the Statistics and Public 
Finance Institutional Support Project in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The project is expected to develop a 
national statistical system that will provide reliable and updated data on development objectives and measure the 
outcomes and impacts of projects and programmes supporting the Government’s actions.
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Countries in Focus

South Africa: South Africa announced its plans to terminate the reciprocal protection of investment agreement 
with Switzerland beginning 31 October 2014. Replacing the bilateral agreement that has been in place since 1997 
will be a national investment protection legislation that is currently under review.  Earlier in October, South Africa 
terminated similar bilateral investment protection agreements with Luxembourg, Spain, Belgium, and Germany.
  
Zambia: Zambia is planning the sale of USD 1 billion in Eurobonds to plug a budget deficit that contributed to a credit 
downgrade. Zambia is making efforts to contain spending to reduce the fiscal shortfall to below the forecast of 8.5 
percent of gross domestic product for this year. Currently, the government is raising USD 250 million in syndicated 
loans as funding needs are pushed higher by spending on wages and subsidies.
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Updates on African Economic Indicators

South Africa: South Sudan is shoring up its oil refining capacity in a bid to become self-sufficient in oil products 
within a year as two refineries enter production. South Sudan’s first refinery, which will process 5,000 barrels a day, 
will begin operating by Dec. 31 2013 and a second one will start by the end of 2014, bringing total processing 
capacity to 17,000 barrels a day of crude oil.

Ghana: Ghana’s Central Bank revised GDP growth estimates to 7.2 percent from an earlier estimate of 7.9 percent. 
The government plans to target a budget gap of 9.2 percent of gross domestic product in 2013 and 6 percent in 
2014. In October 2013, Ghana’s credit rating was cut by Fitch Ratings after rising government wages and falling 
revenue from gold prevented the government from narrowing the budget gap to 9 percent target. 

Botswana: New estimates show that the planned heavy-haulage railway network connecting Botswana to ports will 
cost about $33 billion. Southern African countries are investing in rail to meet growing global demand for coal, led 
by China. Botswana, with about 200 billion metric tons of the resource in its central region, is in talks with South 
Africa, Namibia and Mozambique to build about 3,700 kilometres of rail lines to ports at Richards Bay, Walvis Bay 
and Maputo. 

Kenya: Kenya plans to spend as much as USD15 billion to boost electricity production fourfold over the next 40 
months. The country is making plans to produce an additional 5,500 megawatts, by 2017, to the existing 1,700 
megawatts, mostly from coal, gas and geothermal sources. 
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Global Economic Leading Indicators
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Chinese Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)                            India Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)

Japan Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)                USA Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)

                    Eurozone Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)                                   US Unemployment Rate

Source: US, Institute of Supply Management. 2013
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Appendix Table 2 : Exchange Rate Movements – Week ending 1 November 2013

        Appendix Table 1: Stock Market Movements – Week ending 1 November 2013
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Source : ADB Statistics Department November 2013. 
* in the interbank currency market.

Source: Bloomberg. * value at end of 01/11/2013


